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Purpose: We have discovered a functionalized 
(biotin) lipid molecule forming supramolecular 
assemblies of tubular morphology. These tubules 
present properties of molecular recognition for 
proteins (streptavidin) and of helical crystallization 
of proteins. Our aim was to understand which part 
of the lipid molecule was responsible for the 
formation of the tubular suprarnolecular structures. 
Metbodsz The supramolecular structures formed in 
aqueons solutions by DODA-EOZ-biotin and 7 
related lipids were investigated by (cryo)-electron 
microscopy. Binding of stre tavidin to the lipid 
structures was studied by T&4 and by PAGE. 
Results: The lipid DODA-EOZ-biotin forms 
unilameliar tubular stmctures of constant diameter 
(27 nm) and m leng&.These functionalited tubes 
bind streptavidin by molecular recognition. 
Streptavidin assembles into ordered helical arrays, 
the order extending up to 1.5 mn resolution. None 
of the o@r lipid molecules formed tubes. 
Concluakz The pmsence of the biotin moiety is 
strictly required for the formation of tubular 
structures. We anticipate that other tubular 
structures with chosen functionalities can be 
designed in a rational manner, opening potentially 
powerful areas for molecular structure 
determination by electron crystallography. 
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Polyvalent cation induce lateral aggregation of DNA, F- 
actin, microtubules, and viruses such as the filamentous 
phage fd and tobacco mosaic virus (TMV). Such general 
effects are due to the common potyelectrolyte nature of thase 
anionic biopolymers, and their nonspecific binding to 
ligands carrying several net opposite charges. In addition to 
shielding the repulsive charges on the macromolecular 
surface, an attractive interaction between the charged 
biopalymers may be induced by counterion fluctuation. or by 
lateral redistribution of the shared counterion cloud. A 
balance of forces thereby allows the reversible formation of 
bundles containing either single types of filaments or 
mixtures of different filament types. 

Molecular crowding in solution by the biopolymers and 
other inert solutes such as polyethyleneglycol (PEG) or 
noninteracting proteins can also facilitate the lateral 
aggregation of rodlike polyelectrolytes. Thts type of bundling 
is entropically driven, and experimentally it manifests 
different features from the cation-induced bundle formation, 
including an opposite dependence on the solution ionic 
strength and polyelectrolyte concentration. 

Suspensions of rodlike or semiflexible macromolecules 
including all the bio-polymers mentioned above have been 
observed to form orientationally ordered liquid crystalline 
phases at high concentrations in solutions containing 
neither polyvalent cations nor any other polymer. 
Modifications of the Onsager theory based on the excluded 
volume effect suffice to explain this general phenomenon. 
However, consideration of solute-solute and solute-solvent 
interactions may lead to a unified understanding of these 
distinct, yet intricately related effects which jointly may play 
pivotal functional roles in forming the arrays of bundled 
filaments found in many cell types. 
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thebehaviurofDODAinwaterar~J 
foundarichvarietyofWso+&eaaw&imsasa 
function of the volume m S&I@& a@anpas are 
also found in experiniients. HydmdyGmi156ftbcts are 
discussed. 
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